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Annex 1 附錄1

he/she has worked more time2 in Hong Kong than
outside Hong Kong in the whole period3 of his/her
employment.
2.7

Protection does extend to employees in the
following two situations unless they do their work
wholly outside Hong Kong:
2.7.1 Persons who work on a ship registered in
Hong Kong; or
2.7.2 Persons who work on an aircraft registered in
Hong Kong and operated by an employer
whose principal place of business is in Hong
Kong or is ordinarily resident in Hong Kong.

S 14 (2)(a)
S 14 (2)(b)

Flight Attendant C spends his working time mostly
flying outside Hong Kong territory on aircrafts
which are registered in Hong Kong and operated by
an employer who has his principal place of business
in Hong Kong. C would be protected by the DDO
should he be dismissed on the ground of having a
disability.
“In the course of employment”
2.8

2
3

Events occurred outside work hours and away from
work premises could still come within the
employment relationship provisions if it is closely
work-related. For example, unlawful discrimination
and harassment could also take place during
business trips overseas or company outings. On
the other hand, an incident of a private nature arises
outside work hours and away from work premises
between work colleagues or a supervisor and staff,
may not necessarily come within the employment
relationship provisions.
Whether an incident
happens in the course of employment depends on

See Carver v Saudi Arabian Airlines [1999] ICR 991
See Saggar v Ministry of Defence [2005] IRLR 618
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risk were to occur was unlikely to pose a real threat
to anyone. In other words, the applicants were
able to carry out the inherent requirement of the
employment in question and therefore there was
discrimination by the government in refusing them
employment.
5.13 Inherent requirements of a particular job may in
appropriate circumstances involve considerations as
to the physical environment in which the particular
work is to be performed and as to health and safety
considerations in relation to the employee, fellow
employees and others. The identification of those
requirements is a matter of objective fact to be
determined in all circumstances of a particular
case.24
Cosma v Qantas Airways Ltd. [2002] FCA 640
FCAFC 425
Mr. Cosma was employed by the airline company
as a porter in the ramp services and he injured
himself in the course of his work. After a long
period of sick leave, Mr. Cosma was assigned some
clerical and other light duties for a period of time
as part of a rehabilitation programme.
Unfortunately, the arrangement had not enabled
Mr. Cosma in resuming his original duties as a
porter and his employment was subsequently
terminated. The Court found that Mr. Cosma was
unable, by reason of his disability, to carry out the
inherent requirements of his job as being a porter
and thus the dismissal was not unlawful.
5.14 The law “does not impose an obligation on an
employer to alter the nature of the particular
employment or its inherent requirements so as to
accommodate the employee with a disability.” 25
24
25

See Commonwealth v HR&EO Commission (1998) 152 ALR 182 at 217
See M v Secretary for Justice DCEO 8/2004 supra at 265 (ii)
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This would have the effect of encouraging the
employer in taking the lead to establish a culture
free of discrimination in the workplace.
Moreover, bearing in mind that employers benefit
from the work rendered by their employees, it is
reasonable that an employer should be liable if
someone’s right has been violated by their
employee in the course of employment.
“In the course of employment”
10.7 The meaning of “in the course of employment”
dictates whether an act of discrimination would
become unlawful within the scope of employment.
Once an unlawful discriminatory act is found to
have been committed in the course of
employment, not only would the individual
discriminator become personally liable, but his /her
employer could also be held vicariously liable. “In
the course of employment” should be given an
ordinary, everyday meaning so that it would cover
conducts ordinary people would regard as being
done in the course of employment.
Jones v Tower Boots Co. Ltd. [1997] 2 ALL ER 406
A 16-year-old boy of mixed race was subjected by
fellow employees to grave acts of racial
harassment, including verbal and physical abuse.
The employer argued that the acts were outside
the scope of the employees’ employment. The
employer submitted that because the acts
complained of were so outrageously wrong and
they had not authorized any such acts.
The Court however held that it would be wrong to
allow racial harassment suffered by the employee
in this case to slip through the net of employer
responsibility.
To do so would seriously
undermine the discrimination legislation.
In
100
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See also paragraph
2.8 in Chapter 2

ᕉౚ࠼ЊЬҺ A ڙႿܭ३ෝࢌຩܰϦљǴନΑ
ሡ ा ऊ  Д  ԛ ۳ ੇ Ѧ Ϧ ༸ ( ԛ ന Ͽ  ఁ ന
ӭόຬၸࢃය)ѦǴдӧႿҔයϣЬाӧ३ෝ
πբǶऩдӢࣁූځ੯ԶှႿǴᔈډڙȠූ
੯ݔຎచٯȡߥޑምǶ
ќӜڙႿܭӕ໔Ϧљޑᕉౚ࠼ЊЬҺ B ࢂ
ϣӦߕឦϦљޑǶନΑሡाДԛډ३
ෝޑᕴϦљрৢᆅቫѦǴB ӧႿҔයϣ
ЬाӧϣӦπբǶB ӕኬӢࣁූځ੯Զှ
ႿǴՠӴёૈόڙȠූ੯ݔຎచٯȡߥምǶ
2.6 ႿЬाӧ३ෝπբǴ ᕵ٬ݔຎՉࣁวғӧ
३ෝаѦӦǴѝाдӧࢤ 2ڙႿය໔Ǵӧ३
ෝޑπբਔ໔ӭ ܭ3ӧ३ෝаѦޑӦБǴచٯϝ
ฅჹдҔǶ
2.7 ΠӈٿᅿЬाӧ३ෝаѦӦБπբޑႿҭڙ
ߥډምǴѝाдॺόࢂ܌Ԗਔ໔ ӧ३ෝаѦ
ӦБπբ:
2.7.1 ӧ३ෝຏнޑಭಬπբޑΓγǹ܈
2.7.2 ӧ३ෝຏн٠җӜа३ෝࣁЬा୍
Ӧᗺ܈ឦ३ෝۚ҇ޑႿЬ܌ᔼၮޑ०ᐒ
πբޑΓγǶ

ಃ 14(2)(a)చ
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ᐒᑭ୍ܺ C த୍ܺ३ෝნѦޑૐጕǴՠૐ
ᐒ֡ӧ३ෝຏнǴ٠Ъҗа३ෝࣁځЬा୍
ޑૐޜϦљᔼၮǶଷӵдӢࣁූځ੯Զှ
ႿǴдஒډڙȠූ੯ݔຎచٯȡߥምǶ
Ȩ ڙႿҔύȩ
2.8 ӧπբਔ໔Ϸπբ܌аѦޑՉࣁǴѝाᆶπ
բԖஏϪᜢ߯ǴϝԖёૈڙႿ ᜢ߯చЎޑೕ
2
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 ـSaggar v Ministry of Defence [2005] IRLR 618
 ـCarver v Saudi Arabian Airlines [1999] ICR 991
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ᑵ ௴ྍ ນ ᅦ ճ٥ਜଣ [2005] 2 HKLRD 775
ᑵӃғܭᅦճ٥ਜଣҺᙍ௲ৣຬၸ 14 ԃǴӧд
ܫऊঁٿъДੰଷය໔Ǵ ᏢਠஒдှႿǴਠБ
ᖂᆀࢂӢдલ༇Զߚූ੯ԶှႿдǶݤаᑵ
Ӄғޑݩᆶঁٿଷჹຝ൩࣬ऩݩբрК
ၨǴջؒԖූ੯Զሡाࣁܫය࣬ऩଷයޑ௲ৣ
(ځύঁࢂܫౢଷǴԶќঁࢂӢࣁाᏼҺഉ
ቩԶሡाલ༇)ǶਠБዴᇡᡣܫౢଷϷᏼҺ
ഉቩޑ௲ৣᝩុ੮ҺǶݤஒᑵӃғޑݩ
ᆶаঁٿଷჹຝޑݩКၨǴຊۓऩߚӢ
ᑵӃғූޑ੯ǴдߡόှႿǶ

೭ࢂঁख़ाঁޑ
ਢǴӢࣁ Ѭ рޔௗ
ݔຎک໔ௗݔຎޑ
ۺཷࡓ ݤǶԖ ᜢ໔ௗ
ݔຎޑҽࡕัܭ
ക ፕ Ƕ

Ȩ ၨৡࡑޑၶȩ ȋȨ όճȩ ۺཷޑ
4.21 ԖᜢޔௗݔຎۓޑကǴ ځύঁᜢᗖޑϡનࢂ
Ȩ ၨ ৡ  ࡑ ޑၶ ȩǴ ཀ ࡰ Ї ठ ၀ ූ ੯ Ⴟ  ᆾ  ڙό
ճǶाዴҥȨόճȩݩǴόۓሡाܴԖ
ᔮཞѨǹགബགཞ্ǵ૽ڙϷ٣ว
ᐒޑୢᚒҭёᄬԋӧݔຎҙύޑȨόճȩǶ
ࢌࡑၶჹࢌܭΓࢂցᄬԋόճǴሡຎЯے
ঁਢ࣬ޑᜢ࠼ޑݩᢀຑԶۓǶ
4.22 ऩ ࡑ ၶ   ޑৡ ձ з  ڙቹ ៜ  ޑΓ ࠼ ᢀ  ᆾ  ڙό
ճǴ߾ႿЬҺՖЬᢀፕᏵ٠คᜢ߯ǴЪόૈԋ
ࣁ៏לᏵǶ 14
P ࢂࢌ႟୧۫ޑᎍ୧ЬᆅǶӴӧΟԃϣኧࡋӧπ
բύסى፭ǶӴፓ۳Ϧљޑᕴ୍ᏼҺΟ
ӜᒤϦ࠻շޑЬᆅǶႿЬᖂᆀፓᙍࢂࣁΑ P
ߏޑᇻճǴӢࣁӴ՟ЯࡐܰวғཀѦǹ࣬
ჹ۫ܭϣޑπբǴᒤϦ࠻ޑᕉნё෧ϿӴڙ
ޑᐒǶᗨฅ P ޑཥᙍՏ୷ҁᖒߎόᡂǴՠӴ
ஒѨѐӧ۫ϣᎍࠔ܌ளޑډաߎǶԜѦǴP
ᇡࣁՉࡹπբ٠ߚӴޑߏǴЪόᅈߚԾᜫӦ
ׯᡂ٣ǶঁਢύǴP ՟ЯӢࣁӴමסى
፭ԶᆾڙόճǶ
14

ӕ<ҭ ـHaines v Leves (1987) 8 NSWLR 442 at 471
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ȨᐒȩᆶȨཀკȩ
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ੰޑޣԖᖄᛠΓγ)ցздॺόૈՉπբ
ڰޑԖाǴӒϷϦǶԵቾᚈБගޑٮᙴ
ᏢᏵǴݤᑽໆҙΓӢᒪځРූޑ҆܈੯
܌ٰޑ॥ᓀϷ࣬ᜢݔޑຎՉࣁ܌ٰ݀ࡕޑǴ
ᇡࣁԖᜢ॥ᓀ٠όᝄख़ǴЪ॥ᓀ݀ࡕޑҭ҂Ѹ
ჹځдΓᄬԋ࠶ુǶඤقϐǴҙΓᔈёՉԖ
ᜢπբڰޑԖाǶӢԜǴࡹ๊۬ܔငҔдॺࢂ
ჹдॺූ੯ݔຎǶ
5.13 ӧݩΠǴჹࢌπբڰԖाޑԵቾёхࡴ
πբޑჴሞᕉნǴϷႿǵӕႻځکдΓ଼ޑந
ϷӼӄǶाձр೭٤࠼ᢀ٣ჴޑाǴሡाԵ
ቾঁձঁਢύ܌ޑԖݩǶ24
Cosma v Qantas Airways Ltd. [2002] FCA 640
FCAFC 425
Cosma ӃғڙႿܭૐޜϦљǴҺᙍଶᐒڳཚၮπ
ΓǴдπբਔڙǶߏਔ໔ੰܫଷࡕǴдӼ௨
ᏼҺ٤ЎਜϷځдᇸ࣪ޑπբࢤਔ໔Ǵբࣁ
நൺीჄޑϩǶՠԖᜢӼ௨҂ૈڐշдख़ཥ
ՉཚၮπΓޑচҁᙍ୍ǴϦљၱှႿдǶݤ
ຊ ۓCosma ӃғӢූځ੯ԶคݤՉдբࣁཚ
ၮπΓޑπբڰԖाǴࡺԖᜢှႿ٠όၴݤǶ
5.14 ؒٯݤԖाႿЬׯᡂۓπբ܄ޑ፦ڰځ܈Ԗ
ाǴаᎂ൩ූ੯ႿǶ 25ᎂ൩ёа๏ϒ୍ܺ܈
ࡼޑБԄගٮǴڐշႿՉπբǶ

όӝ֚ޑᜤ
5.15 ӧ،ࣗۓሶᄬԋόӝ֚ޑᜤਔǴᔈԵቾډ
ঁۓਢ܌ޑԖ࣬ᜢݩǴхࡴǺ
5.15.1 ܌ሡᎂ൩ޑӝำࡋǹ
5.15.2 ёૈ๏ҺՖԖᜢΓγޑճ܈зځᆾڙ
24
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 ـCommonwealth v HR&EO Commission (1998) 152 ALR 182 at 217
 ـM ນ!ࡓࡹљљߏ DCEO 8/2004 supra at 265 (ii)
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ϲ ᙍᆶፓᙍ(ᕇளᐒϷځдճ)
8.9 ϲ ᙍ ࢂ வ  ঁ ᙍ Տ ᙯ ۳ ќ  ঁ ೢ Һ ၨ ε  ܈ၨ
ଯ ᖒ  ޑᙍ ՏǹԶ ፓ ᙍ ೯ த ࢂ ࡰ வ  ঁ ᙍ Տ ᐉ ӛ
ᙯ۳ќঁᖒၿ࣬ऩޑᙍՏǶ

ಃ 11(2)(a)చ
ځдճхࡴ૽ǵ
ᕇள୍ܺ܈ࡼ

8.10 ϲ ᙍ ೯ த  ᕇ ள у ᖒ Ǵ Ӣ Ԝ Ѩ ѐ ϲ ᙍ ᐒ  ջ
ӧᖒၿᅽճБय़ڙၨৡࡑޑၶǶፓᙍᗨฅ
ࢂࡰᙯ۳ќᙍՏԶᖒၿᆢόᡂǴՠѨ
ѐፓᙍᐒёૈᏤठคޑཞѨǴٯӵόૈ
ᕇளၨགྷޑᙍکϲᙍᐒǴࣗԿᆾ
 ڙ ག ബ  Ƕਥ ᏵȠ ූ ੯  ݔຎ చ  ٯȡǴԏ Ε
ཞ Ѩǵ গ ღ ᙍ     ک ག ബ  གཞ্Ǵ
֡ёຎࣁόճǶ
8.11 ଷ ӵ Ⴟ Ь ჹ ූ ੯ Ⴟ   ූ ޑ੯ բ р ᒱ ᇤ ଷ  Ǵ
з၀ූ੯Ⴟளόډѳޑϲᙍ܈ፓᙍԵ
ቾǴջឦݔຎǶаΠࢂԖᜢϲᙍ܈ፓᙍᐒ
Бय़ޔޑௗک໔ௗූ੯ݔຎٯޑηǺ

ಃ6చ

Ⴟ R ҺᙍीշϖԃǴӧၸѐԃǴӴ
මӢࣁဈङภԶܫၨӭੰଷǶӴ܌ޑԖੰ
ଷԖᙴғܴǶR ӧၸѐϖԃޑπբ߄
 ຑ ࣁȨ Ԗ ਏ  ȩ
Ǵฅ Զ Ӵ  ޑ љ ᇡ ࣁ R Ӄ ᔈ
ׯ๓଼நǴωᕇԵቾϲᙍǶനಖ R ӧϞԃό
ᕇԵቾਕϲǶ
୷ ܭR ੰޑଷԶগღӴϲᙍᐒǴёૈᄬԋ
ޔௗූޑ੯ݔຎǶ
Ⴟ S ҺᙍीϖԃǴ߄ޔഢڙᢌ፞Ƕ
д ᕇ  ᙚ  ܭԃ ۭ ਕ ϲǶS ӧ Ζ Д ό ۩ ӧ ً ᅾ ύ
ڙǴሡा੮ଣΟࢃයǴࡕځӆሡௗࢃڙ
යٿԛނޑݯᕍǴࣁයऊঁٿДǴֹૈۈ
ӄநൺǶ
ϦљࡹೕۓǴπӧ၀ԃܫଷຬၸΟࢃ
යǴஒόᕇԵቾਕϲǴӢԜǴᕵ٬ S ޑπբ
58
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ႿЬޑೢҺ ȋ ᙯ܍ೢҺ
10.5 ਥᏵȠූ੯ݔຎచٯȡಃ 48(1)చǺ
ȨҺՖΓӧڙځ
ႿҔύ܌բрޑҺՖ٣Ǵ…ຎࣁҭࢂҗځႿЬ
܌բрޑǴόፕځႿЬࢂցޕץ܈дբр၀٣
Ƕȩࢂޑࡰ܌όፕࢂցޕץ܈ǴႿЬाჹႿ
ӧڙႿය໔܌рޑၴݔݤຎ܈ផᘋՉࣁॄ
ᙯ܍ೢҺǶ

ಃ 48(1)చ

10.6 చٯाႿЬکЬ٣ΓሡॄೢҺǴҞࢂޑाдॺ
ӧࡓݤԖက୍ѐନکႣٛπբ໔ޑၴݔݤຎ
کផᘋǴᙖԜႴᓰႿЬૈЬӦࣁπբ໔ᔼؒԖ
ݔຎޑЎϯǶ၂གྷǴႿЬவႿޑπբύᕇճǴऩ
ႿӧՉπբਔߟ্ځдΓޑճǴႿЬॄೢ
ҺࢂӝޑǶ
ȨڙႿҔύȩ
10.7 ȨڙႿҔύȩޑញကࢂ،࣬ۓᜢݔޑຎࢂցឦπբ
ጄൎϣޑၴݤՉࣁǶѿຊۓӧڙႿҔύวғၴ
ݔݤຎǴόൂ၀ݔຎޣाॄঁΓೢҺǴځႿЬҭ
ाॄᙯ܍ೢҺǶȨڙႿҔύȩޑཀࡘᔈаനදၹ
தҔޑཀࡘٰ၍ញǴ఼ᇂΓຎࣁӧڙႿҔύբ
рޑՉࣁǶ
Jones v Tower Boots Co. Ltd. [1997] 2 ALL ER 406
Ӝ 16 ྃషՈϿԃᎁډڙӕ٣ޑᅿផᘋǴԖᜢ
Չࣁߚதᝄख़Ǵхࡴαᓐঐଋيکᡏ্ǶႿЬ៏
ᆀԖᜢՉࣁόࢂӧႿޑπբጄൎϣวғǶႿЬࡰ
рǴҗ܌ܭນޑՉࣁཱུϐᒱᇤǴႿЬ٠คԖ
ᜢႿȐផᘋޣȑբр೭ኬޑՉࣁǶ
όၸǴݤຊۓҁਢύ্ڙΓ܌ᎁޑڙᅿផᘋႿ
ЬೢคສǶݤᇡࣁႿЬऩό൩Ԗᜢޑᅿផ
ᘋՉࣁॄೢޑ၉Ǵᝄख़Ӧཞ্ݔຎޑٯݤᆒઓǶ
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